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Ezekiel in and on Babylon1 

D.S. VANDERHOOFT 

Résumé : Le livre d’Ezéchiel présente l’exemple d’un phénomène d’acculturation 
de différentes manières. En premier lieu, il est paradigmatique d’une situation 
linguistique qui s’inscrit dans une rubrique de « linguistiques de contact », et 
manifeste une capacité d’adaptation d’expressions lexicales akkadiennes, ainsi 
que d’expressions idiomatiques et de techniques narratives acquises dans le mi-
lieu babylonien ou influencées par ce dernier. Pourtant, le phénomène d’accultu-
ration au sein du milieu babylonien offre à Ezéchiel bon nombre de matières 
premières afin de générer une critique, non pas de Babylone en tant que telle, 
mais plutôt de ses compatriotes judéens. Cela pourrait être érigé en principe : les 
réalités quotidiennes et les modes de vie babyloniens sont à Ezéchiel ce que les 
armées de Babylone sont à Dieu : ce sont des moyens d’attaque contre les Ju-
déens rebelles. Ainsi, dans un contexte caractérisé par les contraintes psycholo-
giques d’une migration forcée, le livre d’Ezéchiel, dont le protagoniste vacille 
dans ses visions entre la Babylonie et la Judée, décode et communique à une 
communauté judéenne traumatisée des facettes de la vie babylonienne. 

 
1.   It is a pleasure to include this essay in a volume dedicated to Prof. André Lemaire, who has 

done so much to illumine the Near Eastern world from which ancient Hebrew texts, biblical and 
otherwise, emerged. He has been a generous and humane interlocutor, and his high standards and keen 
insights have benefitted so many in our field. Many people have generously discussed the present 
paper with me over the years, and I’d like to thank in particular the members of the Biblical Colloqui-
um, the Colloquium for Biblical Research, and the participants in the conference ‘Exile and Return: 
the Babylonian Context’, held at University College London in November, 2011 under the direction 
of Jonathan Stökl and Caroline Waerzeggers. A. Winitzer deserves special thanks for his generosity. 
P. Angiolillo offered able editorial assistance. None of the above should be blamed for my errors. 
Assyriological abbreviations follow those given in CAD and the SBL Handbook. 
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M. Greenberg, in the first volume of his commentary on Ezekiel, saw in 
the book ‘a consistent trend of thought expressed in a distinctive style … 
giving the impression of an individual mind of powerful and passionate 
proclivities.’2 M. Greenberg maintained this view in his second volume, 
asserting that ‘[s]ince the art and design of the oracles in the Book of 
Ezekiel show a characteristic configuration of features … it does not seem 
naïve or implausible to suggest that an individual authorial mind and hand 
are responsible for them.’3 I am not concerned here to defend M. Green-
berg’s holistic method for reading Ezekiel, but I am interested in his pers-
pective that the book reflects the thought of an intellectual. In the context 
of the upheavals that reshaped the Judean communities of the sixth centu-
ry, within and outside of Judah, perhaps the main challenge for any 
thinker of the period was to navigate phenomena that contemporary social 
theorists refer to under the rubric of ‘acculturation.’ 

The Babylonian context 

A consensus has reemerged in Ezekiel scholarship in favor of the view 
that the prophet’s activity took place mainly in Babylonia.4 This view 
does not preclude the likelihood that the material in the book was collated 
and redacted later or elsewhere,5 generated after the time of Ezekiel, or 
even that some oracles possibly derive from Ezekiel’s days in Jerusalem 
prior to deportation, which evidently happened in 597. Overall, however, 
scholars have become more sanguine about accepting the evidence of the 
book at face value where it provides information about the locus and time 
of the prophet’s activity.6 The prophet’s statements concerning his mem-
 

2.   M. Greenberg, Ezekiel, 1-20, Garden City 1983, p. 26. 
3.   Ibid., p. 396. D. Bodi refers to ‘the author or redactor’ of the Book of Ezekiel ‘as a sophisti-

cated humanist who followed ancient canons of literary style’ (The Book of Ezekiel and the Poem of 
Erra, OBO 104, Göttingen 1991, p. 319). 

4.   Specific texts situate the prophet in Babylonia, including Ezek 1:1, 3; 3:11, 15; 8:3; 11:24.  
For discussion of the general problem, see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, Hermeneia, Philadelphia 1979, p. 
16; Greenberg, ibid., pp. 15-17; J. Blenkinsopp, Ezekiel, Louisville 1990, p. 8; D.I. Block, The Book 
of Ezekiel, Chapters 1-24, NICOT, Grand Rapids 1997, pp. 4-6, 84; J.F. Kutsko, Between Heaven and 
Earth: Divine Presence and Absence in the Book of Ezekiel, Biblical and Judaic Studies 7, Winona 
Lake 2000, pp. 15-22. 

5.   For a concise survey of theories about the formation of the book, as opposed to the prophet’s 
milieu and the date of his activity, see R. Albertz, Israel in Exile: The History and Literature of the 
Sixth Century B.C.E., Studies in Biblical Literature 3, Atlanta 2003, pp. 345-56. 

6.   On the chronological notices in the book and the duration of Ezekiel’s prophetic career, which 
apparently did not extend beyond the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II, see K.S. Freedy and D.B. Redford, 
‘The Dates in Ezekiel in Relation to Biblical, Babylonian and Egyptian Sources’, JAOS 90, 1970, pp. 
462-85; A. Malamat, ‘Twilight of Judah: In the Egyptian-Babylonian Maelstrom,’ in VT.S 28, Leiden 
1974, pp. 144-45; Zimmerli, op. cit. (n. 4), pp. 9-15; Greenberg, op. cit. (n. 2), pp. 8-17; Block, op. cit. 
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bership among the גולה (Ezek 33:21; 40:1) appear plausible. Such a view 
and its implications stand in contrast to those who would argue that the 
concept of ‘exile’ in the Judean tradition was an elaborate fabrication to 
legitimate a later, political project of community formation in the Persian 
period.7 

In view of this majority opinion, then, I would like to evaluate several 
acculturation strategies that appear in Ezekiel. To investigate this question 
is not to plow new terrain. Scholars have treated the prophet’s Babylonian 
context before in commentaries, articles and monographs.8 I propose to 
address the problem anew by analyzing several discrete sub-topics.  I will 
concentrate on some of the newly emerging evidence about Judeans in 
Babylonia; the type and significance of an array of Akkadian loanwords in 
Ezekiel; and a reappraisal of the figurative narrative of the eagles, cedar 
and the vine in Ezekiel 17. Together, these sub-topics suggest that while 
the prophet may not reflect self-consciously on the particular mechanisms 
of Babylonian imperial rule, he did adopt significant elements of the Ba-
bylonian cultural repertoire for the purpose not of criticizing the dominant 
culture, but for criticizing his own Judean community. 

Acculturation 

Social scientific research on the phenomenon of acculturation has 
played a central role in the disciplines of anthropology, sociology, and, 
more recently, psychology. A much cited 1936 definition of the pheno-
menon by R. Redfield, R. Linton, and M.J. Herskovits reads as follows: 
‘Acculturation comprehends those phenomena which result when groups 
 
(n. 4), pp. 26-30.  

7.   For representative expressions of this view, see, e.g., the essays in L. Grabbe ed., Leading 
Captivity Captive: the ‘Exile’ as History and Ideology, Sheffield 1998.  For other perspectives, which 
all engage the problem in one way or another, see D. Rom-Shiloni, ‘Facing Destruction and Exile: 
Inner-Biblical Exegesis in Jeremiah and Ezekiel’, ZAW 117, 2005, pp. 189-205; id., ‘From Ezekiel to 
Ezra-Nehemiah: Shifts of Group Identities within Babylonian Exilic Ideology’, in O. Lipschits et al. 
eds, Judah and the Judeans in the Achaemenid Period, Winona Lake 2011, pp. 127-51; R. Levitt-
Kohn, A New Heart and a New Soul: Ezekiel, the Exile and the Torah, JSOTSup 358, Sheffield 2002; 
R. Albertz and B. Becking eds, Yahwism after the Exile: Perspectives on Israelite Religion in the 
Persian Era, STAR 5, Assen 2000; Albertz, op. cit. (n. 5); J. Ahn, Exile as Forced Migrations, 
BZAW 417, Berlin 2011; for a different perspective on the significance of the idea of exile in the 
Second Temple period, without recourse to Ezekiel, see M. Halvorson-Taylor, Enduring Exile: The 
Metaphorization of Exile in the Hebrew Bible, VTSup 141, Leiden 2011. 

8.   In addition to the commentary literature, useful reviews of scholarship with literature on the 
problem may be had in Bodi, op. cit. (n. 3), pp. 35-51; Kutsko, op. cit. (n. 4), pp. 14-24; and in the 
essays collected in M.S. Odell and J.T. Strong eds, The Book of Ezekiel: Theological and Anthropo-
logical Perspectives, Symposium Series 9, Atlanta 2000. 
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of individuals having different cultures come into continuous first-hand 
contact, with subsequent changes in the original cultural patterns of either 
or both groups.’9 In 2004, the International Organization for Migration 
defined acculturation as ‘the progressive adoption of elements of a foreign 
culture (ideas, words, values, norms, behavior, institutions) by persons, 
groups or classes of a given culture.’10 

Acculturation, theorists insist, is not the same as assimilation; the latter 
describes the situation where a non-dominant group adopts the cultural 
repertoire of a dominant group and surrenders, usually gradually, the ele-
ments of its so-called heritage culture. Biblical scholars sometimes use 
‘acculturation’ and ‘assimilation’ interchangeably, but assimilation is one 
possible form of acculturation. Acculturation encompasses a variety of 
other possible forms, the definition of which depends on particular theore-
tical assumptions. In contemporary psychological research, e.g., scholars 
have often understood acculturation to involve four main options, a for-
mulation credited to J. Berry and so-well known it is referred to as ‘the 
Berry model.’ These options are: integration; separation; assimilation; and 
marginalization. These can be viewed from the perspective of either the 
dominant or non-dominant group in any particular instance. From the 
point of view of the non-dominant group, Assimilation is the deliberate 
option taken by individuals who do not prefer to maintain their heritage 
cultural identity and seek daily interaction with the dominant culture. Se-
paration characterizes the opposite pole. Integration allows for mainte-
nance of heritage culture along with regular contact with another culture. 
Marginalization describes the situation when there is little possibility of 
and/or little interest in culture contact.11 

Researchers treating contemporary societies tend to favor integration 
as the most adaptive acculturative strategy. As D.L. Sam and J.W. Berry 
write, ‘The most common finding is that the integration strategy is the 
most adaptive in several settings and is associated with better psychologi-
cal and sociocultural adaptation.’12 Yet endorsement of the fourfold mo-
del has been criticized. F.W. Rudmin, for example, makes a case against 
the universal applicability of the fourfold model developed by J.W. Berry 

 
9.   R. Redfield et al., ‘Memorandum for the Study of Acculturation’, American Anthropologist 

38/1,1936, pp. 149-52. 
10.   Cited from D.L. Sam, ‘Acculturation: Conceptual Background and Core Components’, in 

D.L. Sam and J.W. Berry eds, Cambridge Handbook of Acculturation Psychology, Cambridge 2006, 
p. 11. 

11.   J.W. Berry, ‘Contexts of Acculturation’, in ibid., p. 35; D.L. Sam and J.W. Berry, ‘Accul-
turation. When Individuals and Groups of Different Cultural Backgrounds Meet', Perspectives on 
Psychological Science 5, 2010, pp. 472-81. 

12.   Ibid. 
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and others.13  
Although demographic and historical trends of the recent past do in-

form explicit research, social scientists remain relatively uninterested in 
historical examples that might illuminate acculturation processes. D.L. 
Sam and J.W. Berry write: ‘Although acculturation is as old as recorded 
history, and the field indeed engaged the minds of ancient philosophers, it 
was not until the last few decades that we saw a major surge in research 
interest in the topic in psychology.’14 This is somewhat different in more 
anthropologically oriented research on acculturation, which began in ear-
nest in the post-war era, and in sociology, where immigrant experience 
was subject to study. 

Acculturation can take place in situ, when foreign cultural influences 
permeate an existing community, or when a group of individuals relo-
cates, willingly or by force, and forms a minority in a dominant cultural 
context. Judeans experienced acculturation in both contexts during the 
tumultuous sixth century.  Substantial work has been done in the last de-
cades on this problem, including by J. Ahn on forced migration, and 
M. Halvorson-Taylor on metaphor and the phenomenon of exile.15 
Ezekiel deserves to be brought into the orbit of discourse on acculturation.  

Ezekiel is the only biblical prophetic figure to experience visionary 
transportation between the two acculturative locales – Babylonia and Je-
rusalem: ‘The spirit suspended me between the earth and the heavens, and 
transported me to Jerusalem by visions of God’ (Ezek 8:3). This repre-
sents an explicit concern not only to bridge a geographical gap, but also 
the ideational one that existed between the two contexts.16 Contrast Jere-
miah, who ships his words to Babylon and commissions Seriah to deliver 
the prophet’s oracles to the great city, and to sink the scroll on which they 
are written into the Euphrates (Jer 51:63). The Book of Jeremiah retains a 
Judean setting and perspective, an outsider’s perspective on Babylon. Not 
so Ezekiel, whose ethereal opening vision has been widely thought to 
reflect influences from Mesopotamian art and which dislocates the reader 
from the outset. The figure of Ezekiel, in a literal and figurative sense, 
serves as a go between, a kind of intellectual interlocutor who deciphers 

 
13.   F.W. Rudmin, ‘Critical History of the Acculturation Psychology of Assimilation, Separation, In-

tegration, and Marginalization’, Review of General Psychology 7, 2003, pp. 3-37; id., ‘Debate in science: 
The case of acculturation’, AnthroGlobe Journal. Retrieved 07/27/2011, from http://malinowski.kent.ac.uk/ 
docs/rudminf_acculturation_061204.pdf. 

14.   D.L. Sam and J.W. Berry, ‘Introduction’, in Sam-Berry eds, op. cit. (n. 11), p. 1. 
15.   Ahn, op. cit.  (n. 7); Halvorson-Taylor, op. cit. (n. 7). 
16.   The apocryphal tale of Bel and the Dragon asserts that Habakkuk, transported by an angel, 

brought food to Daniel and his friends in the fiery furnace (Bel 1:33-39), the bilocation trope probably 
depends on Ezekiel. 
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the experience of Babylon for his Judean compatriots. 
The book exemplifies the phenomenon of acculturation in a number of 

ways.  It is paradigmatic of the linguistic situation described under the 
rubric of ‘contact linguistics,’ and demonstrates the ability to adapt new 
lexical items, idioms and narrative techniques acquired in or influenced by 
the Babylonian milieu. Yet a cursory review of the book of Ezekiel as a 
whole shows that its explicit, primary concern is to criticize the prophet’s 
Judean contemporaries, and other polities beyond Babylon in the foreign 
nation oracles. This concern far outstrips any implicit or explicit concern 
to criticize Babylon.  

Consider in this connection the reflection on language in the report of 
Yhwh’s opening summons to Ezekiel, after the prophet is said to have 
ingested the inscribed scroll: ‘For you are not sent to a people of obscure 
language and foreign tongue, but to the house of Israel! Not to the nume-
rous peoples of obscure language and foreign tongue, whose words you 
cannot comprehend – had I sent you to them, they would listen to you! – 
but the house of Israel is not willing to listen to you, because they are not 
willing to listen to me’ (Eze 3:5-7). The point here is precisely that the 
target of Ezekiel’s prophetic speech must be his fellow Judeans, despite 
their recalcitrance. Yhwh’s charge is not to address the many peoples of 
‘foreign tongue,’ a sobriquet that can refer elsewhere in the HB to Assyro-
Babylonian speech (Isa 33:19; Jer 5:15; Deut 28:49).17 These do not fall 
within his purview. Indeed, were Yhwh to send Ezekiel to them, they 
would listen. This trope, incidentally, receives a literal and thus ironical 
realization in Jonah, when that prophet’s five-word oracle in Nineveh is 
immediately heeded.18 The pre-existing words of the scroll that Ezekiel is 
said to ingest in chapter 2 are not targeted for Babylon. Unlike Nahum’s 
celebration of Nineveh’s demise, with its direct address to the city of Ni-
neveh, or Habakkuk’s assertion that the peoples will raise up  משל ומליצה
-a proverb, satire and riddles,’ over their Chaldean op‘ ,(Hab 2:6) חידות
pressor, Ezekiel’s explicit concern is not with Babylon. As G. Hölscher 
recognized, Babylon does not come in for explicit opprobrium in Ezekiel 
(‘gegen Babylonien hat er kein Wort der Drohung’).19 And as W. Zim-
merli summarized: ‘Again and again it has been observed with justified 
astonishment that nowhere in the book of Ezekiel is Babylon specifically 
threatened with Yahweh’s judgment … He never speaks … of judgment 

 
17.   D.S. Vanderhooft, The Neo-Babylonian Empire and Babylon in the Latter Prophets, HSM 

59, Atlanta 1999, p. 144, n. 86. 
18.   On the phenomenon of ‘literalization’ of prophetic tropes in Jonah, see C.L. Muldoon, In 

Defense of Divine Justice. An Intertextual Approach to the Book of Jonah, CBQMS 47, Washington 
2010, pp. 12-13, 123-25, 135-39.  

19.   G. Hölscher, Hesekiel der Dichter und das Buch, BZAW 39, Giessen 1924, p. 8. 
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on Babylon.’20 This is not to say that scholars have not asserted the oppo-
site. D. Carr recently wrote about ‘the xenophobia that has been docu-
mented among forcibly displaced peoples. Biblical scholars have long 
seen reflexes of such hostility toward foreigners in exilic prophetic litera-
ture, especially groups such as Edom and Babylon. We see this in the 
imprecation against Edom and gleeful anticipation of Babylonian babies 
dashed against rocks at the end of Ps 137. We see it also in the oracles 
against Babylon in Ezekiel and Second Isaiah.’21 This is a good example 
of how the expectations about Babylon lead D. Carr to misstate his case: 
Ezekiel does not go after Babylon. 

Instead, acculturation within the Babylonian milieu affords Ezekiel 
raw materials to generate his critique. This may be sketched as a principle. 
Babylonian realia and ways of thought are to Ezekiel like Babylon’s 
armies are to God: they are means for assaulting wayward Judeans. Con-
trast this approach with that of the Second Isaiah, or indeed Psalm 137, in 
which a sharply developed animus against Babylon suffuses the works. 

In Babylonia 

As new evidence emerges from cuneiform tablets to illuminate the ex-
periences of Judean deportees in Babylonia, we can understand the accul-
turation context more clearly. Judeans dwelled and engaged in activities 
especially in proximity to Nippur, in the Nippur-Keš-Kakara triangle, 
including in the settlement of āl-Yaḫūdu.22 The range of those activities is 
 

20.   W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel II, Philadelphia 1988, p. 304. 
21.   D. Carr, ‘Reading into the Gap: Refractions of Trauma in Israelite Prophecy’, in B.E. Kelle 

et al. eds, Interpreting Exile: Displacement and Deportation in Biblical and Modern Contexts, Atlanta 
2010, p. 304. 

22.   I do not presume here to cover all of the issues associated with the new evidence for Judeans 
in Babylonia.  The basic bibliography includes the following:  E.F. Weidner, ‘Jojachin, König von 
Juda, in Babylonischen Keilschrifttexten’, in Mélanges Syriens offerts à Monsieur René Dussaud, 
Paris 1939, p. 2.923-35; F. Joannès and A. Lemaire, ‘Trois tablettes cunéiformes à onomastique ouest-
sémitique’, Trans 17, 1999, pp. 17-34; D.S. Vanderhooft, ‘New Evidence Pertaining to the Transition 
from Neo-Babylonian to Achaemenid Administration in Palestine’, in R. Albertz and B. Becking eds, 
Yahwism after the Exile - Perspectives on Israelite Religion in the Persian Period, Studies in Theolo-
gy and Religion 5, Assen-Maastricht 2003, pp. 219-35; K. Abraham, ‘West Semitic and Judean Brides 
in Cuneiform Sources from the Sixth Century BCE: New Evidence from a Marriage Contract from 
Al-Yahudu’, AfO 51, 2005/6, pp. 198-219; L.E. Pearce, ‘New Evidence for Judeans in Babylonia’, in 
O. Lipschits and M. Oeming eds, Judah and the Judeans in the Persian Period, Winona Lake 2006, 
pp. 399-412; K. Abraham, ‘An Inheritance Division among Judeans in Babylonia from the Early 
Persian Period’, in M. Lubetski ed., New Seals and Inscriptions, Hebrew, Idumean and Cuneiform, 
Sheffield 2007, pp. 206-21; for the geographical location of the settlement of al-Yahudu, see  L. E. 
Pearce, ‘“Judean”: A Special Status in Neo-Babylonian and Achaemenid Babylonia?’, in G.N. Knop-
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broad, encompassing a variety of mercantile, juridical and other spheres 
pertaining to daily life. Some of these Judeans held lower level adminis-
trative roles and we also know that scribal opportunities became available 
to Judeans in Mesopotamia beginning at least by the early Achaemenid 
era.23 As L. Pearce has written, ‘participation of Judeans in Babylonian 
economic, legal, and administrative processes and institutions facilitated 
and reflected their integration into Babylonian society.’24  Abraham simi-
larly concludes that ‘the community of Judeans recorded their economic, 
administrative and private leagal activities on clay tablets in Akkadian 
[which] conform to the well-attested cuneiform types … [T]hey assimi-
lated the contemporary Babylonian practices and absorbed the standard 
legal jargon.’25 This began to happen within a generation of the collapse 
of the Judean  kingdom.  Such integration depended on the rapid adoption 
of economic practices and administrative norms native to the Babylonian 
heartland, where Hebrew speaking deportees quickly gained familiarity 
with administrative procedures in and around their settlements.  The ono-
mastic evidence points in the same direction.  This evidence should help 
to reshape ideas about how to conceive what the phenomenon of exile 
represented for Judean deportees. In the sphere of linguistics, it illumi-
nates Akkadian loanwords or loan adaptations that appear in the book.  
Numerous words and terms in Ezekiel are loans from Akkadian.  Recent 
research on the problem has been developed by S.A. Kaufman, S.P. Gar-
finkel, P.V. Mankowski, I. Gluska, and A. Winitzer.26 Like these and 
earlier scholars, I agree that numerous such loans appear in Ezekiel that 
illumine acculturation processes. The terms in question came into the 
prophet’s lexicon as a consequence of the type of direct experience that 
we may assume was normal for deportees and which receive indirect do-
 
pers et al. eds, The Judeans in the Achaemenid Age: Negotiating Identity in an International Context, 
Winona Lake 2011, pp. 267-77. 

23.   D.S. Vanderhooft, ‘îel-mĕdînâ ûmĕdînâ kiktābāh: Scribes and Scripts in Yehud and in 
Achaemenid Transeuphratene’, in Knoppers et al. eds, ibid., pp. 529-44. 

24.   Pearce, loc. cit. (n. 22), p. 268. 
25.   Abraham, loc. cit. (n. 22), p. 206.  
26.   S.A. Kaufman, Akkadian Influences on Aramaic, AS 19, Chicago 1974; S.P. Garfinkel, ‘Stud-

ies in Akkadian Influences in the Book of Ezekiel’, P.D. Diss., Columbia University 1983; P.V. 
Mankowski, Akkadian Loanwords in Biblical Hebrew, HSS 47, Winona Lake 2000; I. Gluska, ‘Akka-
dian Influences on the Book of Ezekiel’, in Y. Sefati et al. eds, An Experienced Scribe Who Neglects 
Nothing. Ancient Near Eastern Studies in Honor of Jacob Klein, Bethesda 2005, pp. 718-37; H. 
Tawil, An Akkadian Lexical Companion for Biblical Hebrew, Jersey City 2009; A. Winitzer, ‘Assyri-
ology and Jewish Studies in Tel Aviv: Ezekiel among the Babylonian Literati’, in U. Gabbay and S. 
Secunda eds, Encounters by the Rivers of Babylon: Scholarly Conversations between Jews, Iranians, 
and Babylonians: Proceedings from the Conference Held at The Hebrew University, Jerusalem, May, 
23-25, 2011, Tübingen (forthcoming). An important early study was H. Zimmern, Akkadische 
Fremdwörter als Beweis für babylonischen Kultureinfluss, 2e Auflage, Leipzig 1917.   
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cumentation in the new cuneiform tablets. 
Even leaving aside some of the commodities and terminology in 

Ezekiel’s oracle concerning the merchant city Tyre (Ezekiel 27),27 one is 
struck by how many of the Akkadian loans in the book pertain to what we 
may broadly term mercantile, juridical, industrial, professional and archi-
tectural realms. The terms in question came into the prophet’s lexicon as a 
consequence of the type of direct experience in these spheres that we may 
assume was normal for deportees like those enumerated above. The ca-
tegory of ‘mercantile’ terms loaned into Ezekiel’s Hebrew from Akkadian 
is informative.  One term of note is  כרׁשא , ‘assigned quota’ or ‘delivery 
(of goods)’ (Ezek 27:15). The term is definitely a loan, specifically from 
Babylonian iškaru.28 It is defined as ‘a commodity brought from a dis-
tance to gratify someone in an advantageous position.’29 In Ezekiel, the 
term occurs in the phrase: השיבו אשכרך ‘they paid your [Tyre’s] quota’ 
(Ezek 27:15). The noteworthy linguistic feature here is precisely that 
Ezekiel’s phrase substitutes a term from the Babylonian mercantile sphere 
as the object of a verb that takes a different object in characteristic Judean 
mercantile diction.30 Compare, thus, Num 5:7: 

  והשיב את־אשמו בראשו וחמישתו
‘[A guilty person] must repay his liability equal to the amount of the 

principal, adding to it one fifth.’31 And, similarly, 2 Kgs 3:4: 
 jmx iYlYa ela hamv iYdk ela-ham ladwY-dlml bywhv 

‘[Mesha] remitted to the king of Israel 100,000 lambs and the wool of 
100,000 rams.’ This usage proves that the idiom is purely Judean Hebrew, 
while the object of the verb in Ezekiel is an Akkadian loanword where 
Hebrew terms might have been used instead. 

It is also possible that the words חבל and חבלה, ‘pledge’ (Ezek 18:7) 
are loans.32 However, S.A. Kaufman, followed by P.V. Mankowski, has 
argued that they are not loaned directly from Akkadian, but may have 
entered Hebrew via Aramaic, which did loan the term from Akkadian 
ḫubullu, ‘interest.’33 

It may be worth noting, as A. Winitzer has reminded me, that both of 
the foregoing terms in Akkadian, iškaru and ḫubullu, are also well-known 

 
27.   On which, see I. Diakonoff, ‘The Naval Power and Trade of Tyre’, IEJ 42, 1992, pp. 168-93. 
28.   CAD I, 249, s.v. iškaru A; Kaufman, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 59; Greenberg, op. cit. (n. 2), p. 555; 

Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 42; Gluska, loc. cit. (n. 26), pp. 729-30. 
29.   Mankowski, ibid., p. 42, who notes that it occurs also in Ps 72:10. 
30.   I am grateful to B. Levine for discussing with me the linguistic issue and alerting me to the 

parallels in Numbers and Kings. 
31.   B. Levine, Numbers 1-20, New York 1993, pp. 182, 189-190. 
32.   AHw, 302, s.v. ḫabālu; Garfinkel, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 71. 
33.   Kaufman, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 56;  Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 56. 
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designations for important literary corpora.  The term iškaru refers to a 
‘literary work’ or ‘collection of songs,’34 while ḫubullu is also the Akka-
dian designation for the compendium of Akkadian and Sumerian equiva-
lences known as HUR5.RA=ḫubullu.  In other words, both designations 
are very well known as Babylonian ‘literary’ designations for important, 
even canonical corpora.  As prominent as such scholarly terms might be, 
Ezekiel, however, is familiar with them in their mercantile senses. 

Within the realm of marriage law, we find the term  ’her dowry‘  נדניך
(Ezek 16:33).  Ezekiel criticizes harlot Jerusalem, who, unlike normal 
harlots who receive gifts or payment, instead gives away her assets, נדניך 
‘her dowry,’ to her lovers.  She thereby alienates the legal property origi-
nating in her father’s estate. As scholars have recognized,35 the Hebrew 
term is a loan from Akkadian nudunnû, a ‘gift (to one’s wife); dowry.’36 
R. Westbrook writes that in the Old Babylonian period, ‘The term nu-
dunnum means a wife’s marital property, comprising the dowry given to 
her by members of her own family and gifts from her husband.’37 Laws 
regulating the disposition of the nudunnû were widely familiar in the Neo-
Babylonian period, as M. Roth has shown.38 Judean deportees knew such 
marriage contracts and their associated laws, since Judeans are listed as 
witnesses or participants in several of them.  In M. Roth’s edition of Ba-
bylonian marriage agreements, one of them, dating perhaps to 534/3,39 
lists the royal merchant Ahiʾyaw (ŠEŠ-ia-ma, Heb. אחיו, son of Arītu), 
who bears a Yahwistic name, as the first witness to the contract.  Several 
more individuals in the witness list may be Judeans.  As in other contracts 
of the type, the parents of the bride promised ‘to give a dowry with Kaššā  
(the bride)’; the Akkadian idiom is ana nudunnê itti Kaššā … iddinû 
(BMA no. 26:20-22).  In Ezekiel’s satiric presentation of harlot Jerusalem, 
his idiom is etymologically and symantically cognate: את־נדניך נתת . K. 
 

34.   CAD I, 249, s.v. iškaru A 6. 
35.   AHw, 800b, s.v. nudunnû(m); Kaufman, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 79; Garfinkel, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 

111-12 (with equivocation); Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 100.  Differently Greenberg, op. cit. (n. 2), 
p. 265.  

36.   CAD N2, 310-12, s.v. nudunnû, esp. mng. 2c. 
37.   R. Westbrook, Old Babylonian Marriage Law, AfO Beiheft 23, Horn 1988, p. 24. 
38.   For a convenient edition of the Neo-Babylonian Laws pertaining to dowries, see M.T. Roth, 

Law Collections from Mesopotamia and Asia Minor, SBL Writings from the Ancient World 6, Atlanta 
1995, pp. 146-48.  Note the citation of RT 19 107:4 in CAD N2 312, s.v. nudunnû 2.c):  nudunnûa ša 
abūa iddinu ana kaspi kî taddinu, ‘when you sold my dowry which my father gave.’ Here someone 
else sells the dowry for money. A comprehensive study of marriage arrangements can be found in 
M.T. Roth, Babylonian Marriage Agreements, AOAT 222, Neukirchen 1989, pp. 7-9 for nudunnû; 
see also Abraham, loc. cit. (n. 22), pp. 198-219. 

39.   M.T. Roth argued for 460 in her edition (loc. cit. [n. 38], p. 95); while R. Zadok suggests ra-
ther 534/3 B.C., The Earliest Diaspora; Israelites and Judeans in Pre-Hellenistic Mesopotamia, Tel 
Aviv 2002, p. 29. 
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Abraham edited a marriage contract involving Judeans from the time of 
Cyrus the Great,40 although this text does not specify that a nudunnû was 
given. This contract was drawn up very shortly after the beginning of 
Achaemenid rule in Babylonia, in āl -Yaḫudu, while another text, recor-
ding an inheritance division that involved Judeans, comes from the 18th 
year of Darius I.41 Jeremiah’s famous sēper to ‘elders of the exiles’ ex-
horts Judeans in Babylon to ‘take wives and bear sons’ (  והולידו נׁשים קחו
 ,Jer 29:6). In both the Mesopotamian sphere and in Ezekiel’s usage בנים
therefore, the term pertains to a property transaction subsumed within the 
sphere of marriage law. In Ezekiel, it is not just the fact that the prophet 
uses an Akkadian loan that is interesting. Immediately before this, the 
prophet explicitly mentions that wanton Jerusalem ‘extended your harlo-
try to the land of merchant Chaldea’ ( כׂשדימה כנען ). Thus, ‘Canaan 
Chaldea’ becomes the recipient of Jerusalem’s divinely given patrimony.  
The self-conscious and unprecedented linkage of the two geographical 
terms, ‘Canaan Chaldea,’ is a linguistic embodiment of the geographic 
locales implicated in the acculturation phenomenon; they represent the 
cultural zones that the Babylonian marriage contracts and Ezekiel’s harlot 
alike, for better or worse, sought to integrate. 

In her fine monographic review of marriage gifts, T.M. Lemos argued 
that the Babylonian evidence for Judean practices could not be fully inte-
grated into her wider system for understanding the phenomenon.42 It ap-
pears to me that the Babylonian contracts do not fit very well within T.M. 
Lemos’s reconstructed system for understanding marriage gifts because 
they reflect the rapid assimilation of Judeans to juridical procedures go-
verning marriage law alien to Judean practice. That Ezekiel should em-
ploy the new term, not one characteristic of the Judean terminology per-
taining to marriage gifts, e.g. mōhār,43 suggests precisely that his polemic 
is calculated to cut more deeply because of its use of a deliberately de-
ployed loanword. Here we go beyond passive assimilation to intentional 
manipulation of Babylonian terminology to criticize Judean practices, the 
very practices that Ezekiel judges to have resulted in deportation. 

A term known in biblical Hebrew, מנה ‘mina’ – which may originally 
be a loan adaptation from Akkadian, and not just a cognate44 – may also 
show Babylonian influence in its use in Ezekiel.  The MT of Ezek 45:12 
has resisted easy interpretation, primarily because it asserts that the mina 
 

40.   Abraham, op. cit. (n. 22) 2007.  
41.   Ibid., pp. 206-21; Zadok, op. cit (n. 39), p. 29. 
42.   T.M. Lemos, Marriage Gifts and Social Change in Ancient Palestine, 1200 BCE to 200 CE, 

Cambridge 2010, p. 237. 
43.   For a survey of the terminology, see ibid., pp. 37-61. 
44.   Kaufman, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 69; Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 94-95. 
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is comprised of smaller weights of 25 + 20 + 15 sheqels, yielding a total 
of 60 sheqels for the mina: ‘20 shekels, 25 shekels and 10 plus 5 shekels 
shall count with you as a mina’ (Eze 45:12, JPS). Calculations in other 
biblical texts, however, give a figure of 50 sheqels per mina.  Perhaps the 
sum of 60 sheqels for a mina corresponds to the predominant measure in 
Mesopotamia, based on the sexagesimal system.45 Others reject this solu-
tion in favor of the reading in LXX which indicates a total of 50 sheqels 
for the mina.46 It would not be surprising, as S.P. Garfinkel has noted, for 
the Mesopotamian metrological system to be represented by MT here, and 
to see in LXX a harmonizing tendency (the term, incidentally, appears in 
the singular only in Ezekiel).47 M.A. Powell is surely correct to dismiss 
Ezek 45:12 as evidence for determining the structure of the Mesopota-
mian mina, but the conflicting evidence of the MT and LXX suggests the 
possibility of interference of the sexagesimal system at the original level 
of transmission.48 

We may add to the overlapping ‘mercantile’ and ‘juridical’ terminolo-
gy loaned from Akkadian and appearing in Ezekiel the term דרור ‘manu-
mission (of slaves)’ (Ezek 46:17), which, however, is not unique to 
Ezekiel in this period. Even so, it originates in the Akkadian andurāru 
‘manumission of slaves, remission of debt,’ as P.W. Mankowski has pro-
ved.49 The term nudunnû, ‘dowry,’ was discussed above, but another 
example of possible Akkadian influence, or at least of interdialectal word-
play, in the juridical sphere may be the technical use of the term r@q, as 
F.M. Cross has argued. He suggested that in several instances in Ezekiel, 
the term r@q occurs in a specialized legal sense and means ‘to relinquish 
claims’ or ‘to forfeit rights.’50 The idiom also appears in Aramaic papyri 
from Elephantine, but F.M. Cross followed Y. Muffs who argued for a 
cognate equivalent in the Akkadian rêqu.51 In Ezek 8:6, the Lord inquires 
of Ezekiel whether he sees the abominations Israel is performing in the 
temple, with the result that they מקדׁשי מעל לרחקה . F.M. Cross sees in the 
phrase a reflex of the legal idiom and translates, ‘to forfeit (any) legal 
claim on my sanctuary,’ and identifies a similar usage in Ezek 44:10 and 

 
45.   Zimmerli, op. cit. (n. 20), p. 477. 
46.   Ibid., p. 474. 
47.   Garfinkel, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 102-3. 
48.   M.A. Powell, ‘Weights and Measures’, Anchor Bible Dictionary, D.N. Freedman ed., Gar-

den City 1992, 6.906. 
49.   Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 50-51. 
50.   F.M. Cross, ‘A Papyrus Recording a Divine Legal Decision and the Root rḥq in Biblical and 

Near Eastern Legal Usage’, in M.V. Fox et al. eds, Texts, Temples and Traditions. Fs. Menahem 
Haran, Winona Lake 1996, pp. 311-20. 

51.   Ibid., p. 318; Y. Muffs, Studies in The Aramaic Legal Papyri from Elephantine, Leiden 
1969, pp. 177-78. 
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11:15-17.52 A. Botta has challenged. F.M. Cross’ hypothesis and argued 
that the term has no legal connotation. He suggests, instead, that the term 
simply has the ‘lay meaning of the people distancing themselves from 
God and God from his sanctuary.’53 This is perhaps unnecessarily dogma-
tic, and disregards Ezekiel’s penchant for exploiting technical terminology 
in creative ways. F.M. Cross may well be correct, and Ezekiel may delibe-
rately allude to a legal formula, yet the presence of the idiom in the legal 
papyrus recording a divine legal decision might suggest that Ezekiel did 
not come to know the term from the Babylonian context.54 

Another concrete lexical term from the Babylonian juridical sphere 
and loaned into Hebrew is סוגר, ‘neckstock’ (Ezek 19:9).55 The term de-
rives from Akkadian šigaru, ‘neckstock.’ In Akkadian, such neck stocks 
are used to imprison captive kings, occasionally (including by Esarhaddon 
and Assurbanipal in the Neo-Assyrian period) for display at the city gate 
of the victorious monarch.56 The usage in Ezekiel’s allegory, where the 
king of Judah, perhaps Zedekiah, is brought bound before the king of 
Babylon, fits the Akkadian perfectly, as P.V. Mankowski noted.57 It can-
not be determined on the basis of the first sibilant whether loan derives 
specifically from Babylonian or Assyrian, but the weight of the other evi-
dence in Ezekiel would suggest Babylonian.58 The full phrase reads  ויתנהו
בסוגר בחחים ויבאהו אל־מלך בבל  ‘They placed him in a neckstock (with 
hooks) and brought him to the king of Babylon’ (Ezek 19:19). The phrase 
 lacking in the Targum, was taken by W. Zimmerli as an addition ,בחחים
from Ezek 19:4. M. Fishbane, however, has plausibly identified the inclu-
sion of בחחים as an asyndetic translation-gloss, by which the foreign term 
 is later explained by use of a better known Hebrew noun.59 Was this סוגר
done by a scribe, or by an author who deliberately employed a loanword 
and glossed its use for his audience? חחים is not a loan, but, as M. Green-
berg notes, depicts a practice well attested, e.g., in Assyrian reliefs.60 

In addition to the broadly mercantile and juridical terms reviewed thus 
far, we may add terms referring to specific commodities and professions 

 
52.   Ibid., pp. 319-20. 
53.   A. Botta, ‘רחק in the Bible, a Reevaluation’, Bib. 87, 2006, pp. 418-20. 
54.   P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, ‘Nouvelle présentation du “Papyrus du Marzeaḥ”’, Sem. 50, 

2001, pp. 224-26 
55.   AHw, 1230b, s.v. šigaru(m); Zimmerli, op. cit. (n. 4), pp. 395-96; Greenberg, op. cit. (n. 2), 

p. 352; Garfinkel, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 115; Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 108-9. 
56.   For example, see CAD Š2, s.v., šigaru 2a).  
57.   Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 108-9.   
58.   Ibid., p. 156, n. 12. 
59.   M. Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel, New York 1985, p. 45, n. 115. 
60.   Greenberg, op. cit. (n. 2), p. 351. 
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that the prophet likely encountered in Babylonia. Two minerals may be 
referred to in Ezekiel 23 by terms loaned from Akkadian. The first is רׁשׁש  
‘vermillion’ or ‘red ochre’ (Ezek 23:14). The reference occurs in narration 
of the lustful desire of Oholibah (Judah). She observes ‘men engraved 
upon the wall, images of Chaldeans engraved with red ochre,’ and these 
then come to her land to defile her.  The use of the term רׁשׁש  is notewor-
thy for several reasons. It is a loan directly from the Babylonian šaršerru, 
‘red clay, paste, pigment,’ as indicated by the quality of the sibilants.61 
Second, it alludes specifically to wall paintings of ‘men of Chaldea’ and 
refers explicitly to the Babylonian sphere.62 A second term appearing in 
Ezekiel 23, this time probably a denominative verb, may represent another 
concrete reference to a mineral: כחל, ‘to paint the eyes (with antimony)’ 
(Ezek 23:40). This is likely influenced by Akk. guḫlu, ‘antimony.’63 In 
addition, several loaned terms for stones or semi-precious gems have long 
been recognized in Ezekiel. Among these are אבני  ,(8:2 ;27 ,1:4) חׁשמל 
אׁש אבני  and possibly ,(38:22 ;13 ,13:11) אלגביׁש  (28:14, 16). The first is 
one of the most commonly cited Akkadian loanwords recorded in Ezekiel 
scholarship, linked most often to elmešu, which may refer to ‘a quasi-
mythical precious stone of great brilliancy and with a color which one 
tried to imitate with dyes.’64 

As for terms that refer specifically to professions, we may note גלב 
‘barber’ (Ezek 5:1), possibly derived from Akk. gallābu.65 S.A. Kaufman 
notes that the Hebrew term may merely be cognate with Akkadian, and 
not a true loan.66 The use of the term in a ritual context in Ezekiel and the 
attestation of the barber’s duties ‘in connection with services performed in 
sanctuaries’ in Akkadian texts,67 makes the loan hypothesis attractive, but 
it must remain uncertain.  Another professional term appearing in Ezekiel 
is מלח ‘boatman,’ (Ezek 27:9, 27, 29). The term is a loan from Akkadian 
 

61.   Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 149, 156. 
62.   B. Lang notes that R. Dussaud suggested already in 1898 a connection to the Mesopotamian 

context for Ezekiel’s vision in this instance (apud B. Lang, Kein Aufstand in Jerusalem: Die Politik 
des Propheten Ezechiel, Stuttgarter Biblische Beiträge 7, Stuttgart 1981, pp. 37-38). In actuality, we 
possess no Neo-Babylonian wall paintings. Dramatic examples from the Neo-Assyrian period, espe-
cially at Til Barsip, however, do exist. On the technical analysis of Mesopotamian wall painting and 
the materials used for it, see P.R.S. Moorey, Ancient Mesopotamian Materials and Industries: The 
Archaeological Evidence, Winona Lake 1999, pp. 322-29. 

63.   Garfinkel, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 88-89; C. Cohen, Biblical hapax legomena in the Light of Ak-
kadian and Ugaritic, Chico 1978; Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 155 n. 7, is equivocal. 

64.   Greenberg, op. cit. (n. 2), p. 43; Garfinkel, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 81-82; CAD E, 108.  For ex-
amples of its use in ‘cosmic geography’, see W. Horrowitz, Mesopotamian Cosmic Geography, 
Winona Lake 1998, pp. 3-4, 12-13. 

65.   AHw, 274; Greenberg, ibid., p. 108; Garfinkel, ibid., p. 60.   
66.   Kaufman, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 51. 
67.   CAD G 17, s.v. gallābu. 
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malāḫu, although it also appears in Jonah 1:6.68 We may possibly also 
include קרובים, ‘bodyguards,’ which appears in a list of Assyrian officials 
according to Ezekiel 23:5-6. M. Greenberg, following W. von Soden, 
argues that it is a calque of Akk. qurbu, qurbūtu, ‘royal intimate.’ A few 
architectural terms in Ezekiel may originate in Akkadian terminology. H. 
Tawil proposed Hebrew כליל, which derives from Akkadian kilīlu, and 
means ‘parapeted battlement” (see Ezek 16:14; 27:3; 28:12).69 M. Fish-
bane suggested that the unique, and somewhat opaque, phrase הארץ חיק , 
‘breast of the earth,’ (Eze 43:14), may reflect the well-known idiom ina 
irat erṣeti/kigalle, ‘the breast of the netherworld.’70 The phrase in Akka-
dian is widely used in royal inscriptions to describe the founding of mo-
numental buildings on the fundament of the netherworld. Ezekiel’s unique 
description of the temple podium may derive from a loan translation of 
the Akkadian phrase. Idioms that do not derive from such concrete expe-
riences as those listed, but which no doubt still originate in Akkadian, 
include לבתך אמלה  (Ezek 16:30), ‘How I am incensed against you.’ This 
reflects the Akk. idiom libbāti malû, ‘to become angry with.’71 Like the 
legal idiom involving r@q identified by F.M. Cross, this phrase also ap-
pears later in Aramaic papyri. The importance of borrowing at this level 
of idiomatic familiarity should not be overlooked, it points a sophisticated 
familiarity with the originating language.72 

Ezekiel also provides information about Neo-Babylonian military 
practices which are unavailable from native cuneiform sources, demons-
trating familiarity with the specific terminology associated with Mesopo-
tamian extispicy.  In a passage that shows how the Babylonian decision to 
besiege Jerusalem was really reflective of Yahweh’s decision to punish the 
city, Ezekiel describes the king of Babylon’s solicitation of oracular con-
firmation for a military operation (Ezek 21:26-28). The ‘king of Babylon,’ 
Nebuchadnezzar, stands at a fork in a road, the two branches of which 
lead to Rabbah of the Ammonites and to Jerusalem. The king seeks an 
oracle to ascertain what road he should take: ‘he shook arrows, he inqui-
red of teraphim, he inspected the liver ( ראה בכבד of a sacrificial animal)’ 
(21:21). Extispicy, not attested in the Hebrew Bible, was of course a 
highly regarded method of divination during the second and first millen-

 
68.   Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 93. 
69.   H. Tawil, ‘Two Biblical Architectural Images in Light of Cuneiform Sources (Lexicograph-

ical Note X)’, BASOR 341, 2006, pp. 37-52. 
70.   Fishbane, op. cit. (n. 59), p. 370, n. 836. 
71.   Kaufman, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 66; Garfinkel, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 95; and, decisively, Mankow-

ski, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 77-79; accepted already by D.S. Vanderhooft, op. cit. (n. 17), p. 169, n. 177. 
72.   Gluska, loc. cit. (n. 26), pp. 721-22. 
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nia in the Mesopotamian sphere.73 Mesopotamian procedures associated 
with extispicy perhaps illuminate the next phrase in Ezekiel’s descrip-
tion:  M. Greenberg suggested that the .(21:22)  לםׁשהיה הקסם ירו בימינו
antecedent of the suffix of בימינו is the liver, and translated: ‘In its right 
part is the divination-omen “Jerusalem.’”74 He argued that this passage 
reflects the prophet’s knowledge that extispicy was an important Babylo-
nian method of divination, and the assumption that the right side of the 
liver was auspicious for determining divine purposes.75 No textual evi-
dence from the era of the Neo-Babylonian dynasty verifies the use of such 
procedures in association with military planning, but Assyrian campaigns 
under Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal were often validated through extispi-
cy.76 Here Ezekiel provides information about Babylonian military prac-
tices unavailable from native cuneiform sources. 

The foregoing discussion and list of Akkadian loanwords, loan adapta-
tions, or influences in Ezekiel is not exhaustive, but representative. Its 
significance for assessing the degree of acculturation in Ezekiel, however, 
should not be underestimated. As R.J. Tournay argued long ago, it is pre-
cisely the variety and quantity of Akkadian loans, loan adaptations and 
influences appearing in Ezekiel that demonstrate that the environment 
contributed to the prophet’s lexical repertoire.77 W. Zimmerli argued that 
Ezekiel was less concerned with the realia of daily life in exile and with 
the assumptions of the Babylonian ruling elite than some other prophets in 
the Judean tradition, such as Jeremiah.78 It still seems correct to argue that 
the book’s invective is not directed at Babylon in the first place. Yet is 
also seems clear enough that the book shows intimate familiarity with key 
tenets of the Babylonian worldview.79 

Beyond the sort of evidence indicated by the loans discussed above, I 
would also emphasize, as I have done elsewhere, the significance of 
 

73.   See, e.g., A.L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia: Portrait of a Dead Civilization, Chicago 
19792, pp. 212-17. 

74.   M. Greenberg, ‘Nebuchadnezzar and the Parting of the Ways: Ezek. 21:26-27’, in M. Cogan 
and I. Eph’al eds, Ah, Assyria …: Studies in Assyrian History and Ancient Near Eastern Historiog-
raphy Presented to Hayim Tadmor, Jerusalem 1991, pp. 270-71. 

75.   A. Guinan, ‘Left/Right Symbolism in Mesopotamian Divination’, SAAB 10, 1996, pp. 5-10. 
76.   See especially the collection of texts edited by I. Starr, Queries to the Sungod: Divination 

and Politics in Sargonid Assyria, SAA 4, Helsinki 1990, pp. xxxvi-xlvi for a technical discussion of 
extispicy and the parts of the liver. I. Starr observes, however, that ‘fortuitous markings … could be 
found anywhere on the exta’ (xxxix). 

77.    ‘À propos des babylonismes d’Ézéchiel’, RB 68, 1961, p. 389. 
78.   Zimmerli, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 16. 
79.   Especially D. Bodi for the poem of Erra, and J.F. Kutsko for the anti-idolatry polemic ap-

pearing in Ezekiel.  See too the essay of D. Block, ‘Divine Abandonment’, in M.S. Odell and J.T. 
Strong eds, The Book of Ezekiel: Theological and Anthropological Perspectives, Symposium Series 9, 
Atlanta 2000. 
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Ezekiel 17.80 This figurative narrative about the eagles, cedar and vine 
illuminates how the Babylonian context helped shape the development of 
a longer narrative in Ezekiel. In the narrative, a ‘great eagle’ ( הגדול הנׁשר , 
17:3) takes a shoot from the ‘top of a cedar’ ( הארז צמרת , v. 4) of Lebanon, 
and brings it ‘to the land of traders81 and places it in the city of merchants’ 
( ׂשמו רכלים בעיר כנען אל־ארץ , v. 4). The latter two references, in view of 
the subsequent interpretation in 17:12, have Babylon in view. Then the 
eagle plants a new seed, which is meant to grow in place of the removed 
shoot. The new seed grows into a vine, but turns for support to a second 
eagle, thus rejecting the ‘great eagle,’ who tears out the vine. The text then 
identifies the figures of the narrative82: the first eagle is the king of Baby-
lon; the topmost shoot is King Jehoiachin, exiled to Babylon; the vine is 
Zedekiah, Nebuchadnezzar’s appointee; while the second eagle is the 
Pharaoh (17:12-16).  

The clarification of the narrative states that a treaty existed between 
Nebuchadnezzar and his appointee, Zedekiah.83 The language is explicit:  
‘he made a treaty (ברית) with him [the Judean ruler] and imposed a curse-
oath (אלה) on him; he captured the nobles of his land ( הארץ אילי )’ (17:13). 
The terms  ,refer here to a treaty between political entities אלה and  ברית
which the king of Babylon is said to have initiated. Parallels to this phe-
nomenon are well-known from the Neo-Assyrian period, where the Akka-
dian terms adê u māmītu refer to a large group of royal treaties and 
oaths.84 J.A. Brinkman, however, has pointed out that we have no 
knowledge from cuneiform sources for the use of such treaties between 
Babylon and other communities.85 

Ezekiel confirms that Nebuchadnezzar appointed a compliant king 
(Mattaniah=Zedekiah) from among the Judean ‘royal seed’ (17:13; see 2 
Kgs 24:17; Grayson, Babylonian Chronicle 5, rev. 13) and initiated a trea-
 

80.   Vanderhooft, op. cit. (n. 17). 
81.   For Canaan as a reference to ‘traders’, see also Ezek 16:29; Zeph 1:11; and Zimmerli, op. 

cit. (n. 4), p. 354, n. b; Lang, op. cit. (n. 62), 30; Block, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 527, n. 20. 
82.   See especially Lang, op. cit. (n. 26), pp. 30ff. 
83.   See M. Tsevat, ‘The Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian Vassal Oaths and the Prophet Eze-

kiel’, JBL 78, 1959, p. 201; also P. Machinist, ‘Palestine, Administration of (Assyro-Babylonian)’, 
ABD 5:77. 

84.   E.g., S. Parpola and K. Watanabe, Neo-Assyrian Treaties and Loyalty Oaths, SAA 2, Hel-
sinki 1988; recently, with discussion about western polities, J. Lauinger, ‘Esarhaddon’s Succession 
Treaty at Tell Tayinat: Text and Commentary’, JCS 64, 2012, pp. 87-123. 

85.   See the discussion of J.A. Brinkman, ‘Political Covenants, Treaties, and Loyalty Oaths in 
Babylonia and Between Assyria and Babylonia’, in L. Canfora et al. eds, I Trattati nel mondo antico. 
Forma Ideologia Funzione, Rome 1990, pp. 81-112. He notes that there is one certain surviving 
Assyro-Babylonian treaty, which dates to about 821 B.C.E. (ibid., pp. 96, 107-12); otherwise there are 
only scattered references (ibid., pp. 100-2). 
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ty with him. This proves that Nebuchadnezzar sought to secure the loyalty 
of subject kings through imposition of treaties.  There may be a parallel in 
this case with a phenomenon well-known in Assyrian treaties, since 
Ezekiel also implies that Nebuchadnezzar invoked Yahweh as a witness to 
the treaty. Yahweh refers to Zedekiah’s breech of אלתי, ‘my oath,’ and 
 my covenant’ (v. 19), which apparently shows that Nebuchadnezzar‘ בריתי
invoked Yahweh as a witness to the treaty and that Yahweh thus claims the 
treaty as his own.86 As Japhet has shown, this is how the Chronicler inter-
prets the matter when he states that Nebuchadnezzar ‘made him [Ze-
dekiah] swear an oath by God’ ( באלהים ביעוׁשה  2 Chr 36:13).87 Thus, 
Ezekiel claims, in conformity with Near Eastern practice, that the treaty 
made between the kings of Babylon and Judah was binding, so that 
breaching it by pursuing an alliance with Egypt would bring harsh conse-
quences.88 If Ezekiel’s political allegory reflects knowledge of actual trea-
ty relations, it illuminates an otherwise unknown aspect of Babylonian 
imperial practice in relation to subject kingdoms. Moreover, the terms of 
Ezekiel’s allegory are not chosen randomly; they reflect concrete Babylo-
nian imperial administrative ideas and procedures, as well as lexical de-
pendency along the lines already seen above.  

In my judgment, Ezekiel 17 is a retrospective commentary on Judean 
history formed in the Babylonian milieu.  The image of the great eagle 
removing the shoot from the cedar of Lebanon to Babylon, the ‘merchant 
city,’ reflects a longstanding topos that Mesopotamian kings acquired this 
prized wood for building both temples and palaces.89 The idea that the 
eagle takes the shoot of the cedar (v. 3), and that he clips off its topmost 
twig (v. 4), may also suggest that the prophet thinks of the concrete prac-
tice of transplantation. It is true that this concept exists too in the native 
Israelite tradition, where, for example, cedars of Lebanon were trans-
planted ‘in the house of Yahweh’ in Jerusalem (Ps 92:13-14), probably a 
 

86.   M. Greenberg doubts this interpretation, and seeks to discredit it by suggesting that even As-
syrian practice did not depend on committing local rulers to a treaty by invoking their own deities (op. 
cit. [n. 2], pp. 315, 320-22). This is disproved by the treaty between Esarhaddon and Baìl of Tyre, 
which plainly states that the curses invoked for transgressing the treaty will be administered not only 
by the Assyrian deities, but also by ‘the gods of Eber Nāri’, including Baìl-Shamem, Baìl-Malage, 
Baìl-Zaphon, Melqart, Eshmun and Astarte (Borger, Asarh., 109 iv 3-19). The case of the treaty 
between Bir-gaʾyah of KTK and Matîîel of Arpad, recorded in the Aramaic Sefîre inscriptions, also  
proves that the gods of both parties were invoked as witnesses to the treaty (see J.A. Fitzmyer, The 
Aramaic Inscriptions of Sefîre, Biblica et Orientalia 19/A, Rome 1995, A II 7-13). The Tell Tayinat 
succession treaty invokes several local deities, including Aramiš (vi 44) and ‘the goddess of Ekron’ 
(vi 47) (see Lauinger, loc. cit. [n. 84], p. 102). 

87.   E.g., S. Japhet, I & II Chronicles, OTL, Louisville 1993, p. 1070. 
88.   So, e.g., Zimmerli, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 366; Block, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 547. 
89.   See, e.g., J. Elayi, ‘L’exploitation des cèdres du Mont Liban par les rois assyriens et néo-

Babyloniens’, JESHO 31, 1988, pp. 14-41. 
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reference to temple gardens.  Zion, in fact, could be referred to as Leba-
non (Jer 22:6; Isa 18:7).  Stager has shown clearly how the imagery of the 
garden of Eden and Jerusalem intersect, and also how the Lebanon image-
ry informs both.90 This also seems to be true in Ezekiel, as B. Lang has 
argued.91 Nevertheless, the image of the imperial Mesopotamian king 
cutting down cedars for building purposes or transplanting them (and 
other exotic flora) into the Mesopotamian royal gardens was also very 
important in the royal tradition, as M. Greenberg notes.92 Nebuchadnez-
zar, of course, would later be famed for his luxurious gardens.  But he also 
exhibited a particular preoccupation with the Lebanon, concretized in the 
Wadi Brisa rock relief, in Lebanon, which depicts him felling a cedar.93 

B. Lang also proposed an interpretation of Ezekiel’s allegory that ap-
peals to a standard tableau from Mesopotamian iconography as a herme-
neutical key: namely, the frequent image of paired ‘Mischwesen’ or royal 
figures flanking a sacred tree, especially favored in the palace reliefs of 
Assurnasirpal at Nimrud (Calah).94 He argues that Ezekiel reinterprets this 
widespread iconographic tableau as a kind of visual corolary to what A. 
Malamat described as the bipolar geopolitical configuration of the Near 
East after the demise of Assyria.95 The kings of Judah – likened to the 
‘cedar’ and ‘vine’ in our allegory – in a sense find themselves stuck bet-
ween between Nebuchadnezzar and Pharaoh.96 

 
90.   L.E. Stager, ‘Jerusalem and the Garden of Eden’, ErIsr 26, 1999, pp. 183-88. 
91.   Lang, op. cit. (n. 62), pp. 38ff.; see also Greenberg, op. cit. (n. 2), p. 310. 
92.   Ibid., where he cites Neo-Assyrian examples pointed out by A.L. Oppenheim, ‘On Royal 

Gardens in Mesopotamia’, JNES 24, 1965, pp. 328-33. For a list of relevant classical texts pertaining 
to the hanging gardens, see R. Koldewey, Das wieder erstehende Babylon, B. Hrouda ed., Munich 
19905, pp. 104-6; also D.J. Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar and Babylon, Oxford 1985, pp. 56-60; S. 
Dalley, ‘Nineveh, Babylon and the Hanging Gardens: Cuneiform and Classical Sources Reconciled’, 
Iraq 56 1994, 45-58; Stager, loc. cit. (n. 90). 

93.   The image appears in Weissbach, WVDOG 5, plate 5; for textual references, see 
Vanderhooft, op. cit. (n. 17), p. 154, n. 120, and now the definitive study of R. Da Riva, The Twin 
Inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar at Brisa (Wadi esh-Sharbin, Lebanon), AfO 32, Vienna 2012. 

94.   Lang, op. cit. (n. 62), pp. 29-49. On Assurnasirpal’s North-West Palace, see especially J.M. 
Russell, ‘The Program of the Palace of Assurnasirpal II at Nimrud: Issues in the Research and Presen-
tation of Assyrian Art’, AJA 102/4, 1998, pp. 655-715; and the studies of B.N. Porter, Trees, Kings, 
and Politics: Studies in Assyrian Iconography, OBO 197, Göttingen 2003, which include extensive 
literature. 

95.   Malamat, op. cit. (n. 6), pp. 144-45. 
96.   B. Lang writes: ‘es [Juda] ist ein kleines Pflänzchen zwischen den durch mächtige Tiere 

symbolisierten Weltreichen Babylonien und Ägypten’ (op. cit. [n. 62], p. 45). For a wide ranging and 
evocative interpretation of the ‘Tree of Life’ motif in Assyria, see S. Parpola, ‘The Assyrian Tree of 
Life: Tracing the Origins of Jewish Monotheism and Greek Philosophy’, JNES 52, 1993, pp. 161-208; 
for a critical response, see P.N. Porter, ‘The Meaning of the Assyrian Tree Image. Iconographic 
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In any case, several lexical items in chapter 17 were influenced by Ak-
kadian terminology. Not only the reference to a treaty and curse-oath 
seems to reflect Mesopotamian political discourse. So might the reference 
to the king of Babylon capturing ואת־אילי הארץ לקח  ‘the nobles of the land’ 
(17:13).97 We read the same designation for Judean deportees in 2 Kgs 
-Some scholars tran .(אולי הארץ where the Ketib is) ואת אילי הארץ 24:15
slate the term in Ezek 17:13 as ‘rams,’ a metaphorical reference to the 
notables of the community.98 But it is possible that the designation in 
Ezekiel 17 should be understood in connection with the ketib in 2 Kgs 
24:15, as a loan from Akkadian amīlu, notwithstanding difficulties in the 
Masoretic vocalization.99 It may be a reflex of the Babylonian designation 
for a free person or patrician. Here it is applied to Judean nobility who 
were brought under the same treaty obligations as the king of Judah, pre-
cisely so that Judah would ‘remain a weak kingdom’ (v. 14) by restricting 
the political freedom of its elite.100 At least one of the terms pertaining to 
parts of the plants in question may also have been influenced by Akkadian 
diction. Numerous commentators have accepted G.R. Driver’s argument 
that the term (17:5) קח should be associated with Akk. qû, ‘(flax) plant,’ 
and that it refers in Ezekiel to a ‘slip’ or ‘shoot’ of a plant.101 Although 
scholars have also sought influences from Akkadian for the terms צמרת, 
used only in Ezekiel, and צפצפה, neither can be confirmed as a loan.  Still, 
it is entirely possible that Mesopotamian ideas and terms are more widely 
influential in the passage than we can now reconstruct. 

In any case, the terms chosen for the allegory suggest that the prophet 
alludes to the literal imperial acquisition of cedars, the transplantation of 
exotic flora into Mesopotamia, and the Babylonian initiation of treaties 
with independent subject kings (and their elite retainers).  The text figura-
tively compares the removal of the Judean king and notables to Babylon 
with the phenomenon of the imperial king transplanting exotic flora into 
his palace garden. The point of the imperial gardens was precisely to em-
phasize the great king’s capacity to control a vast territory, as L.E. Stager 
has succinctly stated: ‘the exotic botany transplanted from the four quar-

 
Evidence’, in Trees, Kings, and Politics: Studies in Assyrian Iconography, OBO 197, Göttingen 2003, 
pp. 21-37. 

97.   See Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 28, n. 70. 
98.   P.D. Miller, ‘Animal Names as Designations in Ugarit and Hebrew’, UF 2, 1970, pp. 181-

82; Greenberg, op. cit. (n. 2), p. 314; Block, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 543, n. 109. 
99.   HALAT, 21, s.v. אויל II; but see Mankowski, op. cit. (n. 62), pp. 28-29 and n. 70, where G.R. 

Driver’s advocacy of this position is noted. 
100.   Lang, op. cit. (n. 62), pp. 55-56. 
101.   G.R. Driver, ‘Ezechiel: Linguistic and Textual Problems’, Bib. 35, 1954, p. 154; followed 

by Lang, op. cit. (n. 62), p. 29; Greenberg, op. cit. (n. 2), p. 310; Garfinkel, op. cit. (n. 26), p. 127. The 
term applies to ‘flax’, in particular, but not to its shoots. 
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ters of the empire to the capital gardens signified the ecumenic sovereign-
ty of the ruler.’102 Ezekiel compares the deportation of the rebel Judean 
king to the phenomenon of transplanting exotic plants, and this demons-
trates a keen appreciation of the Babylonian imperial worldview. 

J.F. Kutsko reiterated and defended the view that ‘the Babylonian set-
ting of Ezekiel offers critical avenues of investigation, not only for un-
derstanding the religious and intellectual context of the exiles, but also for 
considering the ideological arguments presented in the book of 
Ezekiel.’103 In other words, we see in the book’s engagement with the 
Babylonian milieu and its concrete realities, a component part of what 
contemporary theorists call acculturation. In a context where Judeans 
doubtless experienced a degree of what acculturation psychologists call 
separation or marginality, there was nevertheless some degree of integra-
tion. Separation is signaled by the physical residential separation of the 
Judean community, as well as by their continued identification with the 
gentilic ‘Judean’ to mark their geographic origin. Yet in a context charac-
terized by the psychological stresses of forced migration, members of the 
self-identifying Judean community must have looked to intellectual ex-
perts of their community, such as Ezekiel, to decode and communicate the 
content and perhaps shortcomings of the institutions and ideas characteris-
tic of Babylonian life. This, in my view, is part of what Ezekiel did, lur-
ching in his visionary experiences between Babylonia and Judah. Yet, as I 
have suggested, his rhetoric was not that of the vast anti-Babylon oracles 
of Jeremiah 50-51, and certainly not the frontal assaults of the Second 
Isaiah on Babylonian mantic arts or cultic practices. Ezekiel was an intel-
lectual go-between of a different sort. 

 

 
102.   See Stager, op. cit. (n. 93), pp. 183-87 and n. 10. 
103.   Kutsko, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 23. 






